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1.

TITLE OF PROJECT

Developing a Physical Science Teaching Toolkit for novice science teachers.
2.

BRIEF NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT

The purpose of this project was to develop a Physical Science Teaching Toolkit for novice
science teachers in light of the challenges that student teachers face in becoming
competent Physical Science teachers. The project entailed working collaboratively with
student teachers to identify and compile a dossier of electronic resources (toolkit) that can
be used during teaching practice. The usefulness of the toolkit was examined after teaching
practice.
3.

AIMS OF THE PROJECT

This project had two (2) specific aims. The first aim of the project was to work collaboratively
with Physical Science student teachers to develop a dossier of electronic resources (toolkit)
that they believe will enhance their teaching practice experience. The second aim was to
equip Physical Science student teachers with resources that reduces administrative burden
and creates an electronic support base that enables them to function effectively as novice
Physical Science teachers in their early years of employment. These aims are aligned to the
aims of the TAU project as it enhances teaching and learning in higher education and
contributes positively towards student learning and success.

4.

OUTCOMES OF THE PROJECT

The outcomes of the project were to work collaboratively with Physical Science student
teachers to develop a toolkit for novice Physical Science teachers, for them to implement it
during teaching practice and to evaluate the usefulness of the toolkit. These outcomes were
achieved as the toolkit was developed, implemented and evaluated.
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5.

WHY A TOOLKIT?

Physical Science is one of the gateway subjects that impacts on the educational landscape
of our country. The perception that Physical Science is a difficult subject has contributed
towards declining pass rates and lower student enrolment in the subject. Under and
unqualified Physical Science teachers, the shortage of Physical Science teachers and the
brain drain from Limpopo Province has exasperated the problem. These problems heighten
the demand for Physical Science teachers resulting in our students being employed
immediately on completion of their degree. Research, however, shows that high numbers of
teachers leave the teaching profession by the end of their first year (South African Council
for Educators [SACE], 2010). Steyn (2013) noted that the retention of quality teachers is a
major problem in South African schools. Reasons cited for leaving are: excessive admin
work, lack of resources and infrastructure, little or no mentoring or induction, no internet in
schools and being thrown in the deep end with no support. This project addresses the last
reason mentioned which is no support.
6.

RESEARCH QUESTION

The research question that underpinned this project was:
Will the provision of electronic teaching resources to student Physical Science teachers
enhance their teaching practice experience?
7.

LITERATURE REVIEW AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

The new Curriculum Assessment and Policy Statement (CAPS) document in South Africa
emphasises problem solving and critical thinking in its aims. However, the challenge for
many practicing teachers and pre-service teachers is how they instil these skills in their
learners if they have not undergone this type of education either at school or during their
teacher training. Batra (2005) maintains that teacher training programmes follow the theoryinto-practice model. Inherent in this approach is the view of teachers as implementers of a
given theory of knowledge and learning. Teachers are viewed as agents of the state rather
than agents of change. Teachers must have sound disciplinary and pedagogic knowledge
with a critical and analytical mind to engage students. Good teaching, therefore, entails a
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deep and comprehensive knowledge of content and an understanding of alternative ways of
representing such knowledge so that it becomes understandable to students (Botha &
Reddy, 2011). This, however, is a serious challenge in South Africa.

Generally in South Africa, the best Physical Science students opt for medicine, engineering
or other science-related professions. Students that opt for teaching do so because of the
Funza Lushaka bursary, lower university entrance requirements (APS) or simply, it is a fallback profession when they do not get their first choice at university. Although students go
through four (4) years of teacher training, research shows that many students lack content
and pedagogical knowledge to teach Physical Science (Botha & Reddy, 2011). The
prevalence of poorly prepared science teachers in schools was identified in a survey
conducted by the South African Institute of Race Relations (SAIRR, 2011). Student teachers
in Limpopo are further handicapped by the limited roll out of Wi-Fi and internet connectivity
in schools due to the rural nature of the province. Novice science teachers struggle in their
initial years of teaching as they are unable to access additional science information. This
situation prompted the development of a toolkit which does not rely on the internet and
makes information easily available for teachers to use. This toolkit can also help to shift
from an exam-oriented teaching and learning towards a conceptual understanding of
science relevant to the world (Krumm & Kimmie, 2013). Toolkits are not new in education.
Botha and Herselman (2015) successfully developed a tablet toolkit to meet the teaching
and learning challenges in a rural teacher development programme in the Eastern Cape.

Initially Physical Science student teachers were of the view that the toolkit should have
electronic information on a CD, USB or on a dedicated website where information could be
downloaded and should have resources that will be beneficial for them during teaching
practice. During the developmental stage, students opted for the CD and rejected the notion
of a dedicated website due to data and time requirements for downloading. The term ‘toolkit’
was coined because it provides teachers with the ‘tools’ they require to effectively teach
Physical Science in a rural setting. Open source reference materials were used to develop
the toolkit to prevent copyright infringements.
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Further, the toolkit was aligned to my TAU inquiry groups’ conceptual framework which is
underpinned by the theory of multiple intelligences. The foundation of the theory of multiple
intelligences is that people have multiple intelligences which enables them to learn,
remember, perform and understand in different ways (Gardner, 2006). My inquiry groups’
conceptual framework uses the metaphor of a lotus flower with learning-centre teaching as
its core. The toolkit satisfies the design principles of my inquiry groups’ conceptual
framework.
8.

PROJECT DESIGN

The project adopted a qualitative research design using questionnaires, interviews and
written reports to evaluate the usefulness of the toolkit during teaching practice. The project
involved four phases:
Phase 1: Needs Analysis Phase – In this phase the questionnaire was developed,
administered and analysed. Interviews with students were conducted in order to clarify
issues and to identify the needs of student teachers. Their needs were evaluated against
the policy requirements of the subject.
Phase 2: Developmental Phase – This phase required the students and academic to work
collaboratively to develop the toolkit.
Phase 3: Implementation phase – In this phase students were workshopped prior to using
the toolkit during teaching practice.
Phase 4: Evaluation Phase – Student teachers submitted written reports (annexures 1, 2
and 3) on their use of the toolkit during teaching practice. Post implementation interviews,
with preselected students, was used to validate the findings from the reports.
9.

FINDINGS

Students appreciated being involved in the development of resource materials that will
benefit their conceptual understanding and improve their teaching practice. They were
pleased that their contributions helped to identify the crucial resource materials needed in
the toolkit. All students thanked the team for developing the toolkit and acknowledged that
the toolkit was very helpful during teaching practice. Here are some student comments on
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the toolkit: “During TP one has to display confidence and love for the subject. This was
possible with the toolkit.”, “My performance has really improved when I compare my
teaching with my last year’s TP, I observe a huge difference.”, “The teachers at the school
also saw it as a useful tool and liked everything about it. They requested a copy.”, “In the
school I was in, 4 learners shared a textbook. With the principal’s permission, I gave
learners an electronic copy of the textbook to access via their smartphones.”, “The toolkit
was so helpful, it was making my life easy. I did not panic when preparing for a lesson.” and,
“I used the PowerPoint presentations during my lessons and it brought wonderful
discussions in class.”

Although student comments on the toolkit was overwhelmingly positive, they had the
following suggestions to improve the toolkit: include more resources for grades 11 and 10,
add electronic university textbooks as reference materials to aid conceptual understanding
and add multimedia such as videos, simulations and animations. The simulations can be
used in rural schools for practical work. All students supported the view that the toolkit
should be made available to all practicing Physical Science teachers in the province and to
the new cohort of students. They expressed the wish that other subject lecturers will also
develop a similar toolkit.
10.

ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS

An analysis of the student comments reveal that the toolkit: improved student confidence
and content knowledge, benefited practicing teachers, made the sharing of information
easy, was a useful resource for any teacher in rural schools, simplified lesson planning and
empowered students to present creative lessons and enabled student teachers to reflect on
their roles as teachers.
11.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

This project encapsulated the notion that collaboration between students and lecturer can
enhance student learning. Furthermore, this project demonstrates that collaboration is
mutually beneficial for both students and lecturer. In this project student reflections were the
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catalyst for the development of the toolkit. The toolkit ensured that Physical Science student
teachers have access to information that enhances both their content and pedagogical
knowledge resulting in them being better equipped for the teaching profession. From a
lecturer perspective, the toolkit ensures effective teacher training as students reinforce their
subject discipline knowledge. This project has shown that thoroughly prepared and trained
Physical Science student teachers will have positive spinoffs in South African classrooms.
12.
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13.

ANNEXURES AND PICTURES

ANNEXURE 1 (Student 1)
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ANNEXURE 2 (Student 2)
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ANNEXURE 3 (Student 3)
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PICTURES

Excited students with their toolkits

Toolkits developed for student teachers
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Screenshot of what is in the toolkit
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